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ABSTRACT 
As the density of board design increasing fast, the distance 
between the adjacent components becomes much smaller. 
When the miniature chip components and the fine pitch 
components which require smaller volumes of solder paste 
are close to the castle-like components, connectors with 
poor pin co-planarity and CCGAs which require more 
solder paste, only one single thickness stencil could not 
satisfy all of the components at the same printing process. 
At present, the step stencil is the cheapest and most popular 
solution, but the layout density could not increase more 
because of the keep-out distances. The objective of this 
iNEMI Solder Paste Deposition Project is to understand the 
major factors to step stencil printing quality and where are 
the limitations. 
 
The widely recognized industry standard IPC-7525 has 
been used as the starting point for an experimental program 
that explores the effect of varying the keep out distance for 
0201 and 0402 chip components, CSP and SOP with 
pitches down to 0.4mm, and larger components represented 
by CCGA.  Other variables included in the experiments to 
determine if they had an effect on the sensitivity of paste 
transfer to keep-out distance included stencil type, step 
height and solder type. 
 
In the first stage of the project the printing to each pad was 
measured with automated 3D SPI systems and optimum 
combinations of parameters were also identified by 
statistical analysis. In the second stage, a confirming 
printing and an assembly validation were done and 
optimum combinations were carefully checked up. Results 
indicate that the minimum keep-out distance for each kind 
of components applied in this project can be obtained 
following the optimum design. In this paper the authors will 
explain the methodology chosen to achieve the project 
objectives and recommend future work directions. 
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BACKGROUND 
Based on the analysis from the first printing experiment 

DOE, the following are the summary of the findings in the 
first stage [1]:  
 
 While it might be expected on the basis of common 

sense that the farthest keep out distance (KD) should 
yield a better transfer efficiency (TE) and deposit 
height than the closest KD, the trend analysis shows the 
KD has little or no effect on TE and height for 0402 
and SOP type pads. Variations between DOE runs are 
greater than variation with the KD over the range 
studied. 

 
 For all keep-out distances and run orders orientation 

has a significant effect. ORT1 (aperture at the side of 
step) always gives higher TE than ORT2 (aperture at 
the top/bottom of the step). But with the same 
orientation Side has little or no effect. (Figure 1). 

 

 
Figure 1. Drawing for data arrangement 

 
 From the overall DOE analysis, the project team saw 

the following factors as important:  
 Solder paste type 
 Stencil type 
 Step down/up 
 Step thickness 

 
That was expected and confirmed that the team had chosen 
the right factors and/or level setting. 



 

 Transfer efficiency and consistency for 0402, 0201, 
0.4mm pitch CSP and SOP results are summarized in 
Table 1. 

 
 An unexpected result is that TE of some DOE runs 

(RO13 and RO14) are significantly different from 
others. In Figure 2, RO13 & 14 used a same stencil 
which is laser-cut step-down with 2mil step thickness. 
There is a gap between stencil bottom and the board 
near step edge because of step-down. Therefore, paste 
may continuously pass through the stencil apertures, 
and the TE is higher. 1mil step-down stencil may also 
have such effect with less degree. For E-fab stencil, 
such big effect is not observed. A possible reason is the 

stencil material is different. 
 
RUN ORDER SELECTION FOR SECOND STAGE 
Based on the bridge data analysis of top and bottom side of 
CSPs from the first stage printing (Figure 3), the 16 ROs 
can be separated into 6 groups (Table 2), where BBL, BTE, 
TBL and TTE stand for Bottom side Bridge Length, Bottom 
side Transfer Efficiency, Top side Bridge Length, and Top 
side Transfer Efficiency, respectively. P, F, and M stand for 
Pass, Failure, and Marginal – around pass/fail boundaries. 
 
When SPI detected a bridge length is less than 4mil, it will 
be considered as pass. The transfer efficiency pass range is 
60-140%.  

Component Type Transfer Efficiency Transfer Consistency 

0402 
A linear trend for most runs 
RO13 and RO14 always get higher 
value than others 

No clear trend in a single run; 
Notable differences between runs 

0201 No clear trend in a single run; 
Notable differences between runs. 

No clear trend in a single run; 
Notable differences between runs 

0.4mm pitch SOP 
In a single run TE clearly reduces with 
increasing KD; 
Notable difference between runs. 

No clear trend in a single run; 
Not much difference between runs 

0.4mm pitch CSP 

Considerable variation in TE with 
increasing KD in some runs; 
The trend is more consistent between 
runs, that is, the trend of TE with 
increasing KD although there are still 
large differences in the absolute values. 

No clear trend in a single run; 
Not much difference between runs 

Table 1. Transfer Efficiency and Consistency for 0402, 0201, SOP and CSP 
 

 
Figure2. 0402 transfer efficiency comparison 



 

 

 

 
Figure3. CSP bridge length data analysis 

 

 

 
Figure4. 0201 bridge length data analysis 

 

 
Table 2. CSP bridge performance groups 



 
Considering the industrial importance, a run is selected 
from each group except group 1 because all passed bridge 
and transfer efficiency criteria that it seems no need to do 
further study. Thus RO4, 5, 6, 8, and 13 are selected. 
 
0201 bridge analysis shows that RO 14 is the optimized run 
– has the least bridge (Figure 4). So RO 14 is also selected. 
 
Although RO 11 belongs to the same performance group 
with RO 8, the combination of type 3 paste with thick 
step-down stencil has special industrial importance 
therefore this RO is also selected. 
 
Finally RO 4, 5, 6, 8, 11, 13, and 14 are selected to repeat 
printing and later assembly verification. 
 
GENERAL TREND COMPARISON 
Printing quality of different components in the three 
experiments are analyzed to assure the 7 selected designs 
are stable enough for different processes. The average and 
standard deviation values of transfer ratio and height at 
different KDs are focused on and general trends are 
compared for the three experiments. 
 
A typical trend of 0402 printing quality is shown in Figure 
5. 0402s are located at the right side of the step. Type 3 
SnPb solder paste and electroformed step-down stencil with 
0.06mm step thickness are applied in this design. The 
typical trends show the Average trends of Transfer Ratio 
and Height are quite consistent in the thrice experiments 
and the Stdev are lower than 10 which is the SPEC of this 
project. Other selected designs show the same that mean 
process are quite stable and step-stencil can be applied for 
0402. 

 
Figure5. 0402 trend comparison 
 
Step-stencil process is also stable for 0.4mm pitch SOP as 
shown in Figure 6. Type 4 lead-free solder paste and 
laser-cut step-up stencil with 0.06mm step thickness are 
applied in this design. SOPs are also located at the right 
side of the step. The three Average trends of Transfer Ratio 
and Height are respectively consistent and Stdev meets the 
SPEC. 
 
On the other side, step-stencil process is not applicable to 

0201 and CSP at least in this project perhaps because the 
KD designed is too small for these two kinds of 
components. 

 
Figure6. SOP trend comparison 
 
A typical trend of 0201 is shown in Figure 7. 0201s are 
located at the right side of the step. Type 3 lead-free solder 
paste and laser-cut step-down stencil with 0.06mm step 
thickness are applied in this design. The Average trends of 
Transfer Ratio and Height in the three experiments are 
much different with each other in shape and value, and 
Stdev are always higher than 10 that means it is beyond the 
SPEC, the process is not stable for 0201. 

 
Figure7. 0201 trend comparison 
 

 
Figure8. CSP trend comparison 



 
The same happens to 0.4mm pitch CSP. Figure 8 shows the 
typical trend of CSP at the bottom side of the step. Type 4 
and SnPb solder paste and laser-cut step-down stencil with 
0.06mm step thickness are applied in this design. The 
Average trends are much different with each other and 
Stdev is much higher than the SPEC. 
 
ASSEMBLY INTRODUCTION 
Assembly experiment is done for the 7 selected runs to 
validate the previous analysis. A standard SMT line is 
applied including 3D SPI. 3 boards are assembled for each 
run, therefore 21 boards are totally assembled. Every pad is 
checked by 3D SPI, pre-reflow AOI and post reflow AOI, 
X-ray are also applied to CSP. 
 
DEFECT DATA ANALYSIS 
Defects after reflow are compared with defects after 
printing to assure which KD is suitable for each kind of 
components. 
 
0402 hardly gets defects even at the closest KD 24mil 
during printing. The typical pad is shown in Figure 9. 
 

     
     0402           0201             SOP   
Figure9. 0402, 0201 & SOP pad after printing 
 
Most of defects are insufficient solder paste for 0201, and it 
improves little after adjusting the process setup at these 
smaller KDs. 
 
Bridge and excess solder paste are the main defect types for 
SOP, mostly happen at the smaller KDs. 
 
Bridge, insufficient solder paste and misalignment are the 
main defect types for CSP, and happen at various KDs. 
 

  
Figure10. CSP pad after printing 
 
0402 can always get good solder joints after reflow for 
good printing quality. 
 

 
Figure11. 0402 good solder joints 

SOP gets bridge defects for poor printing at these smaller 
KDs, but others are good. 
 

        
SOP bridge solder joints    SOP good solder joints 
Figure12. 0.4mm pitch SOP solder joints 
 
0201 also gets defects at the smaller KDs, but the defect 
type is open joints opposite to SOP. 
 

          
0201 open solder joints     0201 good solder joints 
Figure13. 0201 solder joints 
 
Because the step-stencil process is not stable enough for 
CSP, many bridge defects are got after reflow. 
 

            
CSP bridge solder joints   CSP good solder joints 
Figure14. 0.4mm pitch CSP solder joints 
 
Defects after printing and reflow are totally compared in 
Figure 15. There is nearly no defect for 0402 in all 
assembly. There are so many defects after printing for 0201, 
but a few after reflow since 0201 can get good solder joints 
with smaller solder paste volume. SOP also gets relatively 
smaller defects after reflow than after printing since some 
bridge defects during printing do not cause real defects after 
reflow that means the solder paste returns onto the 
respective pad. The same happens to CSP in some ROs, but 
other ROs are contrary which get more bridges after reflow 
that may because of the greater load than actual need during 
pick-and-place process that extrudes the solder paste printed 
on the pad, and the misalignment defects during printing 
exist is another reason for this. 
 
Every defect after reflow are related to the KDs, therefore 
the closest KD can be obtained for each kind of components. 
It is most clear for 0402 that the closest KD is 24mil which 
is also the original closest KD set in this project. SOP is 
also clear that a good process can be obtained if the KD is 
larger than 32mil, in some ROs the closest KD may be 
24mil. The situation of 0201 and CSP is relatively 
complicated because of non-stable process and worse 
printing quality. All the reflow defects occur with the KD 
smaller than 75mil for 0201 in RO5 and RO13, the other 



 

ROs get no defect with KD 24mil. Only RO5 gets no defect 
for CSP after reflow, but in other ROs the KDs set in this 
project maybe is not large enough. This may be optimized 
by reducing the place load. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
IPC-7525A specifies for every mil step thickness, a 
minimum keep out distance (KD) of 36mil is required to get 
good paste deposition (36h – h is the step thickness). It is a 
general guideline and universally applicable. Although this 
project failed to reduce this minimum KD for general 
application, or all situations, it is found that in some special 
situations, this minimum KD can be reduced. 
 
1. For less challenge component, such as 0402, there is no 

defect for either transfer efficiency or bridge in all 16 
ROs. The minimum KD selected is 24mil, and the 
maximum step thickness is 2mil. As for 0402, the 
minimum KD can be as low as 12h. This minimum KD 
reduction may be applicable to all bigger components, 
such as 0603, 0804 etc. 

 
2. For 1mil step thickness and electroform step-up stencil 

(RO 15 & 16), we found that even much more 
challenge component CSP does not show defect in 
terms of bridge and transfer efficiency. Therefore for 
electroform step-up stencil, the minimum KD can be 
reduced from 36h to 24h. This minimum KD reduction 
may not be applicable to components with more 
challenge than CSP in terms of printing. 
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Figure15.  Overall defects 


